Chapter 5: Calibration
5.0 General
The calibration of the Colt audiometer requires the use of a personal computer operating under a Microsoft Windows operating system (XP Pro or later). A special program
called ColtCal.exe is used to allow adjustment of the internal random access and flash
memory elements inside the Colt. The computer is connected to the USB port of the
Colt audiometer and controls the audiometer frequency and amplitude through this
connection. The acoustic sound from the TDH 39 headphones or ER3A insert earphones is picked up by a standard NBS9A, or 2CC coupler, respectively, and from the
bone oscillator by an artificial mastoid. Sound from the speakers is calibrated in the
pure tone audiometer program. Sound from these transducers and couplers must be
measured by a laboratory grade sound level meter. This calibration procedure should
only be undertaken by a skilled and properly equipped special instrument technician.

5.1 Install USB driver before Connecting the Colt to a PC
Please install the required USB driver before connecting the Colt to a PC. The Colt
Audiometer uses a standard USB cable for communication to a PC. The USB driver
that comes with the Colt Calibration program will create a virtual com port to facilitate
communication and comes from a company named FTDI. The USB driver is also location on their web site.
If you just installed the ColtCal program in the default directory, the driver is located:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Frye Electronics\Colt Calibration\USB Driver\CDM20828_Setup.exe

After the diver is installed, connect the Colt to the PC using a standard USB cable.

5.2 Loading the ColtCal Program
The ColtCal program must be loaded along with the set of *.RETSPL files (that define
the calibration parameters for each transducer) into the same folder on your computer.

5.3 Running and Operation of the ColtCal Program
It is not necessary to activate the Blue Tooth communication link between the Colt
base unit and the tablet for the calibration procedure. Later, after the calibration is
complete, it is a good idea to activate the operator interface tablet and verify the calibration settings as well as attenuator accuracies and frequency responses.
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The USB cable must be in place and line power applied to the Colt base unit.
After starting the ColtCal program, click on the Connect button that will appear in the upper left hand corner of the entry screen. This action will cause the computer to make the
connection to the Colt base unit.

5.3.1 Calibration Tables
A table (Figure 5.3.1) will be displayed that lists values for all transducers and associated
frequencies for pure tone and narrow band noise frequencies tested. These values are
the nominal dB amounts of correction that are added to the drive to achieve the desired
levels for each frequency. This table includes left and right TDH39 earphones, ER3A insert
earphones, B71 bone vibrator and speaker outputs for pure tone and narrow band noise.
A table of actual dB SPL outputs are shown in Table 5.1 for each frequency and device.
Speech outputs add 20 dB to the SPL value at 1 kHz.
	
  

	
  

Figure 5.3.1 The values in the table will have a pink background. When the transducer has been calibrated, the values will change to a white background.
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5.3.2 Transducer Initial Data entry
To get started, work on the left TDH39 earphone. Click on the panel above the “Left
Phone” sub-title. The calibration info edit panel will be displayed for that transducer.

	
  

	
   Figure 5.3.2

Click on the “Default” button to get started, or manually fill in the fields of the entry
data list. The minimum required data to be entered are:
Calibration Date
Transducer type
Transducer serial number
Name of Calibration Technician
Type OK when done. The data entered will appear in the box above the column.

5.3.3 Calibration Point by Point
As a single point is chosen, as for example, 125 Hz,
pure tone, for the left channel TDH39 earphone, a
small dialog box is presented and that transducer is
actuated at 125 Hz and at a drive that should develop
115 dB SPL that is equivalent to a 70 dB HL level.

Figure 5.3.3

If the target SPL level is not seen by the acoustic meter system, then the operator
increases or decreases the level of drive by clicking the appropriate buttons to
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make an adjustment to achieve the required level. The level can also be adjusted
by the insertion of a number into the provided window to make different jumps in
amplitude. When the desired sound level has been achieved, click on the Done box
to set the value into the Colt random access memory. The process is continued by
each time going through this process for each frequency in the list for the left channel
TDH39 until all frequencies have been adjusted. The settings will not have been
stored as yet in permanent flash memory. That is accomplished by clicking the SAVE
TO NVS box, located at the top of the table. Pure tone signal levels for the Colt are
now calibrated for that left TDH39 earphone.
Note: Repeat the procedure outlined above for both pure tones and narrow band
noise for all of the transducers that will be used in the Colt audiometer system.

5.3.4 Speech Calibration
When calibrating Speech, connect the 3.5mm Right Angle Stereo Cable (part number
072-0322-00) that comes with the unit, between EXT INPUT and MONITOR as
shown in figure 5.3.4a.

Figure 5.3.4a Rear panel COLT base.

Double click on the Speech selection. The following
screen will appear.
The indicator light will move up and down the
number bar until the VU meter is calibrated.
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When the VU meter is finished calibrating a blue light will be on the number 6 over
the 0dBvu.
Now the Done button is active and the background is
green.
Click on the done button to activate the calibration
screen.

After pressing done the calibration adjustment screen
displays. Continue calibration as done on the other
steps.

Note: Adjustment of internal gain controls for sound field speech calibration is also
done by the use with a 1000 Hz tone at a level of 69.5 dB SPL. When calibrated, a
person speaking into the speech microphone which is also used for talk forward, and
the front panel is set to bring peaks to an indicated level of 0 VU, the signal level set
by the right and left channel attenuators will be presented to the person under test.

5.3.5 High Frequency
The frequencies above 8000 Hz do not include 12000Hz, but 11,200 and 12500.
Frequencies higher than 12500 can be left to default for the TDH39 earphones since
those frequencies will not be used for audiometric testing. These frequencies are used
for high frequency audiometry with a different type of earphone. The test frequency of
12000Hz is determined by a process of interpolation by the Colt processor.
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Table 5.1: Pure tone RETSPL’s (and RETFL’s for B71)
Frequency (Hz)

TDH39

ER3A

125

45.0

26.0

250

25.5

14.0

67.0

500

11.5

5.5

58.0

750

8.0

2.0

42.5

1000

7.0

0.0

51.0

1500

6.5

2.0

36.5

2000

9.0

3.0

31.0

3000

10.0

3.5

30.0

4000

9.5

5.5

35.5

6000

15.5

2.0

51.0

8000

13.0

0.0

50.0

12000

17.5

speech

19.5

12.5

55.0
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